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Today's exercise might appropriately be entitled "Where the action isn't." Thursday's trading 

saw new closing hIghs in the Dow-Jones Industrials (at 1332.21) and in the Standard & Poor's 500 
I~"""I--~-S tock-I~<l:,~-,{-a~-1-91. 23·h~~here .-were ,-howe"er-,---lar ge.seg.men ts •. o(,the emar keLnoLparticip a ting_in __ ~~ 

the festIVItIes. ThIS IS not an entIrely new phenomenon. Despite the existence'of a bull market 
dating back to August, 1982, there remain a fair number of market areas where performance has 
been mediocre at best, as the two charts below attempt to show. 
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The chart at left, which has 
appeared in thIS space before, traces 
the action of the Dow-Jones Industrial 
Average vs. the NASDAQ OTC Indus-
trials from late 1973 to date. As the 
chart clearly shows, the history of the 
OTC market from 1974 through mid-
1983 can be almost described as one 
long bull market. During that period 
the OTC Industrials advanced from a 
low in the low 50's to over 400, a rise 
of almost 700%. The corrections were 
steep, but over with quickly, with the 
exception of the protracted downswing 
from early 1981 through 1982. In the 
first phase of the bull market, how-
ever, what might be termed a blowoff 
move took OTC issues into new high 
territory, both on an actual and rela

--tive_basis .. _EollowlIlg_that.~oLco_urse ,_O.T_C_stocks..sJlllIlLa_l1llarJJl.d._a.half ill"l!.majoJ'_b_eJU' market' __ -"I 
while the broad-based indices were undergoing- only a mild correction: A sharp rally in early 
January of this year suggested that the downtrend might be over, but the rally has since aborted 
and, as the right hand side of the chart shows, relative strength has again been deteriorating with 
the OTC Index moving sideways while the Do~ advanced. 

The chart at right shows another relative ratio, 
that of the S & P CapItal Goods Index to its Consumer 
Goods Index. Our colleague, Alan Shaw, noted in a 
recent letter that this ratio had declined to under I, 
its lowest level in years. Indeed, the inferior per
formance of Capital Goods stocks antedates the current 
bull market by a considerable extent, the ratio having 
peaked in 1980, well before the 1981-1982 bear market. 
The most recent declining phase is coincident with the 
current bull market leg from mid-1984, a rise in 
which Capital Goods stocks essentially failed to parti
cipate, and these issues now find themselves at the 
same level in relation to Consumer Goods issues 
that prevailed at the 1982 bottom an<l previous to this, 
at the 1972-1973 high. As Alan pointed out, this is 
a repeat of a low reached many times before, going 
back to the 1940's. 

The reason for citing laggard areas at this 
thiie-is-that -the basIc-qiIesTion facing investors at -~. 
the moment relates to the continuance of the current 
bull market. It is doubtful that a significant 
extension of that upswing can take place without 
new leadership emerging. The laggard perform-
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ance of the two sectors shown suggests that there are indeed areas from which such leadership 
could emerge. 
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Dow-Jones IndustrIals (12: 00 p. m.) 
S & P Composite (12:00 p.m.) 
Cumulative Index (6/27/85) 

1331. 43 
191.28 

2538.38 
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